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1 | INTRODUCTION

Chirality spans over almost every size range, from mole-
cules to biological systems and even to galaxies. It is one
of the fascinating geometrical properties with a lot of
amazing manifestations in the material world. As chemi-
cal researchers, we are more interested in chirality at the
molecular scale and nanoscale. Chiral molecules are
found important in life science, agrochemicals, pharma-
ceutical industries, biosensing, display materials, and so
forth.1–5 Chirality stems from a structure lacking sym-
metry elements of inversion symmetry and mirror‐plane,
which makes the structure not superimposable with its
mirror image. Without these two kinds of symmetries, any
structure is chiral, besides conventional chiral organics or
spiral inorganic structures. The essence of chirality is the
stereochemistry of molecules or nanostructures.

The history of stereochemistry can trace back to the
discrimination of tartaric acid enantiomer crystals, which
was made by Louis Pasteur in 1848.6 He concluded that
the optical activity of organic compounds arose from a
lack of symmetry of the molecules and crystals from the
dissymmetric packing of nondissymmetric molecules.7

The stereochemistry of organics has been burgeoning
since then. To date, optical activity is still a major method
to analyze chiral molecules and chiral nanostructures. In
fact, optical rotation behavior was first observed within
inorganic materials: Quartz crystals by Jean‐Baptiste Biot
in 1812.7,8 However, the stereochemistry of inorganics
has remained largely unexplored as compared to or-
ganics. One of the reasons might be that even a single

chiral inorganic nanoparticle (NP) is a complex system
whose optical activity is caused by several factors si-
multaneously, let alone the ensemble of NPs, which is
the common form of the researched NPs. Now with the
tremendous advancement in preparing monodispersed
NPs, as well as the deeper understanding of the inter-
action of light with matter, the field of chiral inorganic
materials is actively growing.

In nature, there are many organic–inorganic hybrid
chiral structures, such as the shell of snails, crab carapace,
and so forth. The formation of the inorganic parts in these
materials is generally guided by the chiral organic com-
pounds, and the organics impart the chirality of the hybrid
materials.9 More interestingly, Nature showed homo-
chirality in that the amino acids in organisms are L‐type,
though sugars are D‐type. L‐type means the compounds
could rotate the plane of linearly polarized (LP) light in a
left‐handed or counterclockwise fashion, whereas D‐type
in a right‐handed or clockwise fashion. The origin of
homochirality is one of the 125 most compelling questions
raised by Science magazine.10 One of the promising an-
swers is that inorganic materials, which obtain chirality
from external fields, endow bioorganic compounds with
homochirality.11

Chirality can be transferred from one compound to
another at suitable conditions. The 2001 Nobel Prize of
chemistry was awarded to chirally catalyzed hydrogena-
tion and oxidation reactions. These works demonstrated
the synthesis of enantiopure organic compounds by
asymmetric catalysis. The process can be seen as ampli-
fying chirality or transferring chirality from catalysts
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(usually metal complexes) to organic compounds. The
opposite transfer is also possible. Chiral organics can help
synthesize chiral‐shaped inorganics or serve as a template
or matrix to provide chiral environments around in-
organics, which all lead to chirality in inorganics.

Chirality recognition is another type of communication.
Such recognition is vital in biosystems. For example, hu-
mans can only digest D‐sugars but not L‐sugars because the
enzymes cannot bind with L‐sugars. Chirality recognition
has been widely researched in supramolecular chemistry.12

The assembling or crystallization of one enantiomer would
repel another enantiomer in some cases, leading to
homochiral ensembles.13,14 Or a trace amount of chiral
molecules induces the homochiral assembling of another
type of molecules.15–17 More recently, chiral porous mate-
rials, such as metal‐organic frameworks (MOFs), covalent
organic frameworks (COFs), and so forth, have been de-
veloped to recognize and separate enantiomers.18,19 The
chiral MOFs and COFs can also serve as asymmetric cat-
alysts due to their different binding strength with substrates
or intermediates.20,21

The chirality communications mainly include transfer
and recognition. These communications have been widely
discussed in organic compounds, leading to the flourish-
ing of stereochemistry and supramolecular chemistry of
organics. Although the library of organics is large, there
are even more inorganic species, and inorganics have
many unique properties. The fundamental facts of the
chirality communications are the matching and packing of
atoms or molecules. Thus, there are lots of exciting aspects
and potential in studying communications between in-
organic and organic compounds. For organics, such
communications could help to develop new potential
methodologies of asymmetric synthesis, smart material
systems, novel physical–chemical properties, and so forth,
which might be found in inorganics. More opportunities
could be expected with the development of this field. In
this report, we would like to focus on the communications
between inorganic and organic compounds. We would
start with a brief discussion on the features of chiral or-
ganic and inorganic compounds. Then we would move to
the chirality transfer from organics to inorganics and the
recognition of enantiomers on chiral inorganic structures.
At last, we would outlook some unexplored topics, as well
as discussing the difficulties in this field.

2 | FEATURES OF CHIRAL
COMPOUNDS

As we have mentioned before, chirality stems from the
lacking of inversion symmetry and mirror‐plane in the
structures. The chiral forms in organics and inorganics

are different (Figure 1). In organic materials, most of the
chirality is an inherent feature of covalent C bonds. The
sp3C center makes the structure a tetrahedron config-
uration. When the four connecting elements or groups
around the C center are all different, inversion symmetry
and mirror‐plane are missing. Consequently, chirality
would evolve (Figure 1A). For example, CHClBrI is
chiral. The chirality in molecules could transfer to larger
and more complicated systems. Biosystems inherit the
chiral features of the organic compounds. The stereo-
chemistry of small molecules could influence the packing
and folding of the supramolecular systems, such as DNA,
peptides, proteins, and so forth. Steric hindrance can also
lead to chiral structures, such as spirotype conjugated
systems like spiropyran, helicene, chiral supramolecules,
and so forth.

The chirality in inorganic materials is more compli-
cated. The inorganic stereochemistry should consider all
the lattice structure, surface structure, and environment
of the particle. We may have feelings that chiral in-
organic materials are rare. That is because inorganic NPs
are very likely to be racemic, and they are extremely
difficult to separate. Most irregular‐shaped particles are
chiral according to the symmetry. These kinds of asym-
metric structures are one type of chiral inorganics
(Figure 1C1). Furthermore, many crystals are inherently
chiral according to their symmetry of the crystalline
lattice. There are 65 space groups that feature chirality
(Figure 1B). Any lattices belonging to these space groups
are chiral. Quartz crystal is a typical example
(Figure 1C2). The shape of these crystals would also re-
plicate the symmetry of the lattice, providing a possible
way to manually purify the enantiomers. However, the
chiral resolution becomes much more difficult or even
impossible when the size of the crystals is small. There is
another kind of chirality in inorganic materials called
surface chirality.3 In fcc metals, high‐index facets with
Miller indices of h≠ k≠ l≠ k and h × k × l≠ 0 are
chiral.23 Such high‐index facets can be seen as the com-
bination of (111), (110), and (100) terraces, and the ar-
rangement of these terraces can be used to determine the
handedness of the surface (Figure 1C3). These three
forms can guarantee the chiral inorganic entities. On the
contrary, achiral inorganic particles can be endowed with
chirality by assembling them in a chiral way or adsorbing
chiral organic molecules24–26 (Figure 1C4,C5).

The synthesis of chiral organic compounds largely
relies on asymmetric catalysis, which can provide a
controllable and powerful method to prepare en-
antiopure compounds. Chiral templates can also be em-
ployed to prepare chiral supramolecules. For example,
high‐speed stirring would induce vertex in a solution,
which offers a good template to prepare spiral assembling
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structures.27,28 When the interactions between mono-
mers are strong enough, the spiral structure can be
maintained even if the stirring is stopped.29 This method
can also be used for inorganics. For example, MoS2 na-
nosheets and carbon nanotubes have been assembled to
spiral structures with high‐speed stirring with the help of
P123 polymers.30 External fields have been widely used
to prepare chiral inorganics. They are very controllable in
some situations. For materials that interact strongly with
light, such as plasmonic metals and semiconductors,
circularly polarized light (CPL) is a potential tool to in-
duce chirality. In a straightforward system, Au synthesis
under the illumination of CPL could end up with chiral
Au NPs.31 This method was also available to assemble
CdTe NPs to twisted nanoribbons in a controlled man-
ner.32 Mechanical or magnetic fields can be used to
transfer macroscale asymmetry to the nanoscale as
well.33,34 In chiral inorganic material synthesis to date,
the external fields are usually more controllable than
simple growth methods. The growth methods heavily
depend on the existence of chiral molecules as mod-
ulators in the growth process. However, no simple rules
have been summarized yet and the works are still in the
trial‐and‐error mode.

As the synthesis favors racemic products, the chiral
resolution is very vital to obtain enantiopure products.
For organics, crystallization of one enantiomer is a cru-
cial method to purify the products. However, only a small
group of racemates could crystallize in an enantiopure
way; others stay at the racemic form even in crystals or
called conglomerate crystallization.35 It is revealed that
strongly heterogeneous interactions across the mole-
cules, which depend on molecules' inherent structures,
would favor the spontaneous resolution of racemic mix-
tures in the crystallization process.36 Indeed, it has been
demonstrated that chiral double‐hydrophilic block co-
polymers could separate a racemic calcium tartrate hex-
ahydrate mixture by slowing down the crystallization of
the thermodynamically most stable racemic mixture as
well as one of the enantiomers to kinetically control the
crystallization of the other enantiomer, thus separating
the racemic mixture.37

Alternatively, chromatographic separation and
membrane‐assisted separation are more used in appli-
cations for the resolution, but the yields are small with
current technology. Alternatively, density gradient
ultracentrifugation has been demonstrated to separate
racemic DL‐alanine from enantiomer crystals due to very

FIGURE 1 (A) Chiral forms of organics. (B) Chiral space groups are highlighted in blue, any lattice belonging to the 65 listed Sohncke
space groups are chiral. Adapted with permission.22 Copyright 2020, Springer Nature. (C) Chiral forms of inorganics. (C1) asymmetric
shapes; (C2) crystals of chiral lattice, the lattices here show enantiomorphic α‐quartz crystal and corresponding crystal structure. Adapted
with permission.5 Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH. (C3) Chiral surface of fcc metals. Adapted with permission.3 Copyright 2020, Springer
Nature. (C4) Individual nanoparticle (NP) encapsulated by chiral organics; (C5) achiral NPs arranged in a chiral way or embedded in the
chiral matrix
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small differences in the particle density of the racemate
and enantiomer crystals.38 With good recovery rates of
70%–90% and the possibility of upscaling to preparative
or even industrial crystallization, this is an interesting
separation method following kinetic enrichment of one
enantiomer in a racemic mixture by crystallization. On
the contrary, there seems to be no effective method to
separate chiral inorganic NPs.

The chirality of organics is encoded in covalent
bonds, which are possible to be manipulated. Judiciously
designing photoresponsive C═C bonds or N═N bonds in
the molecules can impart the compounds with con-
trollable responsive behavior.39 Protons and metal
cations are also found possible to induce switchable
chiroptical properties.40,41 This behavior offers a new
dimension for the design of molecular switches, as well
as other smart matter systems operating at molecular
levels. The organic‐inorganic hybrid systems can exhibit
the responsiveness of the organics, such as the Au‐DNA
systems.42–44 On the contrary, the chemical bonds in
inorganics are less versatile than those in organics. The
responsive behavior in inorganic systems requires more
complicated designs. Morisawa et al.45 designed an in-
teresting Au nanorod supported on the TiO2 system to
realize the responsiveness. They illuminated circularly
polarized light (CPL) on the system to deposit PbO2

around Au, and the chirality was encoded in the PbO2‐
Au‐TiO2 structures. On the other hand, the PbO2 could
be degraded by UV‐induced TiO2 catalysis, and the
chirality was also eliminated. Such response was re-
versible and repeatable. The chiroptical response could
also be realized by coupling the chiroptical properties with
other physical properties. For example, Zhuang et al.46

judiciously designed a ZnxCd1−xS‐Ag2S/Au@Fe3O4 sys-
tem, which couples the chiroptical properties with mag-
netic properties. The dissymmetry factor (g‐factor) could
be reversed and enhanced by 70 times when a magnetic
field was applied.46 Such enhancement was attributed to
the local magnetic field induced by the Fe3O4 domain
under an external magnetic field. The local magnetic field
changed the electric transition dipole moment of the hy-
brid material, leading to different adsorption of left‐
handed and right‐handed CPL. Accordingly, the chir-
optical property was changed.

A comparison between chiral organics and inorganics
is shown in Table 1. Moreover, the physical and chemical
properties of inorganics are very different from those of
the organics; thus it is highly demanding to develop
novel inorganic chiral systems.1 The interaction of light
could be much stronger in inorganics, which could lead
to significantly higher dissymmetry factors.47 Such high
dissymmetry factors, together with nanotechnology, are

TABLE 1 A comparison between chiral organics and inorganics

Organics Inorganics

Chiral form Asymmetric sp3 carbon Chiral surface, chiral shape

Steric hindrance‐induced asymmetry Chiral lattice

Nanoparticles (NPs) in chiral matrix

Asymmetric packing of NPs

Preparation Asymmetric catalysis Chiral‐templated assembling

Chiral‐templated assembling Chiral external field‐induced growth or assembling

Chiral organics modulated growth

Chiral resolution Enantiopure crystallization Manual discrimination of visible crystals

Chromatographic separation

Membrane‐assisted separation

Responsiveness Triggered by light, pH, ions, and so forth. Complicated designs of the structures and properties of the
system

Usually accompanied with carbon backbone
change

Could be coupled with the magnetic field and other properties

Inorganic‐organic hybrid systems could inherit the properties
of organics

Applications Life science; agrochemicals; pharmaceutical
industries; bio‐sensing; display materials

Biosensing; display materials; chiral catalysis; chiral resolution;
biomedical imaging; information technologies; smart
systems
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promising in new technological solutions in many fields,
such as biosensing, chiral catalysis, chiral resolution,
biomedical imaging, information technologies like
quantum computing, and so forth.1 Coupling chiroptical
properties with other physical properties would be easy
due to the virtue of inorganics, which could offer new
perspectives on material science as well. Moreover, a
deeper understanding of the inorganic chirality can not
only shed light on possible answers to the homochirality
on Earth but also help to design complicated biomimetic
chiral technologies. To realize these advantages, devel-
oping robust, reproducible, and low‐cost methods to
prepare enantiopure inorganics is the first step.

3 | CHIRALITY
COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN
ORGANIC AND INORGANIC
COMPOUNDS

The explored chiral inorganics span over clusters, noble
metals, semiconductors, metal oxides, MOFs, and so
forth. The currently most investigated communications
are their synthesis with the help of chiral organics and
the enantioselective adsorption of organics on their sur-
faces. A summary is presented in Figure 2.

3.1 | Chirality transfer from organics to
inorganics

Some of the inorganics contain chiral ligands as composi-
tions, thus, the chirality is directly transferred from organics
to inorganics. Others contain no chiral ligands; thus, the
transfer should be achieved in other indirect ways.

The direct way contains two types: chiral organics in
the lattice or on the surface. Some hot material groups of

the “in lattice” type are the hybrid organic–inorganic per-
ovskites (HOIPs),22 zeolites, MOFs, so forth. It is worth
mentioning that the HOIPs do not necessarily have a per-
ovskite ABO3 form. Their structures are quite tunable, as
well as their energy bands. HOIPs have arisen significant
interests in material science. Normal perovskites belong to
the Pm3m space group, which is symmetric. When chiral
organics are introduced into the system, the symmetry
would be greatly decreased to the noncentrosymmetric
type. Such symmetry would endow materials with addi-
tional functions like chirality or chiral responsiveness.
Some representative applications of chiral HOIPs are
shown in Figure 3. The first chiral HOIP was reported
in 2003 by Billing and Lemmerner,48 but this topic became
hot only recently. Ahn et al.49 employed S‐ and R‐
methylbenzylamine (MBA) into the HOIPs and first ex-
plored the chiroptical behavior in 2017. Later they found
that the chiroptical properties can be readily tuned by
compositions according to their excitonic band structures
and crystal‐structure changes.50 The chirality can be im-
parted on the electronic structure of the semi-
conductors and brings about circular polarization of
photoluminescence,51 or highly sensitive CPL detections.52

Furthermore, spin‐polarized photon adsorption and spin‐
polarized photoluminescence can be tuned by composition
change or a magnetic field.53 The spin of charge could be
modulated as well. The perovskite (MBA)2Pb1‐xSnxI4 films,
including R/S‐MBA, showed a spin‐polarization in the
current‐voltage characteristics as high as 94%, arising from
the chiral‐induced spin selectivity effect.54 Thanks to the
nonsymmetric space group, ferroelectricity has been de-
monstrated in a 2D [R‐ or S‐1‐(4‐chlorophenyl)
ethylammonium]2PbI4 materials.55 A strong second‐
harmonic generation response has been found in chiral
HOIPs as well.56,57 More investigations are ongoing now.

Zeolites and MOFs represent materials with accessible
hollow interiors. When homochiral environments are

FIGURE 2 Summary of the direct and indirect chirality transfer from organics to inorganics. The highlighted colors mark the currently
investigated applications of the corresponding chiral materials
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implanted in the pores, enantioselective separation and
catalysis can be rationally obtained. For example, Seo et al.58

developed a robust chiral zeolite named D‐ or L‐POST‐1, and
realized the chiral resolution of racemic [Ru(2,2′‐bipy)3]Cl2
(bipy= bipyridine) by enantioselective adsorption. Asym-
metric transesterification reactions were also found.58 In
another example, different isostructural chiral MOFs based
on MOF‐1 were used in the asymmetric transfer hydro-
genation of heteroaromatic imines (benzoxazines and qui-
nolines), and an enantioselectivity up to 97% has been
achieved.59 Due to their excellent structural diversity, many
different chiral porous materials were developed and used in
the chiral resolution of racemic organics.18

The interest in preparing chiral NPs by immobilizing
chiral organics on achiral cores could be traced back to the
early 2000s. In 2007, Moloney et al.60 first reported the
chiroptical properties of D‐ or L‐penicillamine capped CdS
NPs. Such achiral semiconductor@chiral‐ligand structures
combined the features of optically active organics and
luminescent NPs, which resulted in circularly polarized
luminescence. As the luminescence properties heavily rely
on the size and shape of the semiconductors, much at-
tention has been paid to the synthesis, morphology con-
trol, and composition control of the achiral cores.61

There are two general strategies to obtain the “on‐
surface” chirality. One is the direct synthesis of NPs with
chiral ligands as capping agents. In this method, cysteine,
glutathione, and penicillamine are the most used ligands.
The other method is the postmodification of NPs with chiral
molecules, such as exchanging the original surface ligands
with chiral molecules or supramolecular co‐assembly of NPs
with chiral gelators.62 The optical activity of these materials

has been widely studied through theoretical models using
discrete dipole approximation,63 time‐dependent density
functional theory,64 density functional theory, and ab initio
molecular dynamics,65 or nondegenerate coupled‐oscillator
models.66 As the method to control the optical properties of
semiconductor NPs has become mature now, the circularly
polarized luminescent properties of such achiral‐
NPs@chiral‐organics are very controllable and tunable.
Furthermore, this kind of transfer process has also been
validated in transition metal dichalcogenides.67

Downsizing NPs leads to clusters. Achiral‐
cluster@chiral‐ligand configurations are also common in
noble metal clusters. Schaaff et al.68 report an Au@glu-
tathione structure as early as 1998. Chiral Au clusters
have attracted broad research interests due to their po-
tential in both fundamental science and application.69,70

The achiral‐core@chiral‐ligand configuration is just one
kind of the chiral clusters, such as Au246(SR)80, where R
is 4‐methylbenzenethiol ligands (Figure 4A).71 There are
two more kinds of chiral clusters: (1) chiral metal ker-
nels, such as Au20(SR)16

72 (Figure 4B); (2) chiral ar-
rangement of staple motifs on the surface, such as
Au38(SR)24

73 (Figure 4C). In these clusters, chiral or-
ganics are not employed in the synthesis and final
structures. The chirality originates from the stereo-
chemistry of the Au and ligand packing.74 Thus, the
obtained products are usually racemic. Dolamic et al.75

found that high‐performance liquid chromatography
could be used to separate different enantiomers. But such
a method has not been widely employed in the resolution
of chiral clusters yet. Similar kinds of chiral forms could
also be found in polyoxometalates.76

FIGURE 3 Some representative applications of the hybrid organic–inorganic perovskites. Adapted with permission.22 Copyright 2020,
Springer Nature
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When ligands adsorb on some surface, the surface
structure might be reconstructed in some cases. Chirality
is possible to be imprinted on the surface accordingly.
Schunack et al.77 studied the chiral twisting hexa‐tert‐
butyl‐decacyclene (HtBDC) molecules adsorbing on the
Cu(110) surface. When they used a scanning tunneling
microscopy tip to move the HtBDC molecules away from
their preferred adsorption sites, atomic‐scale divots or
trenches could be created on the Cu(110) surface as the
HtBDC would extract some Cu atoms out. Such trenches
were visibly chiral and the handedness was determined
by the chirality of the HtBDC structures77,78 (Figure 4D).
This kind of imprinting process could also be validated
by using L‐lysine as the chiral ligand.79 In most of the
reported results, the chiral organics remained on the
surface. However, the surface after the imprinting pro-
cess was intrinsically chiral. The remaining organics
might hinder the further utilization of such surfaces. If
the bare chiral surface could be obtained, such a transfer
process could be seen as an “indirect transfer.”

A typical “indirect transfer” process is the synthesis of
highly optical active nanomaterials in the presence of chiral
ligands, and the chiral ligands are removed after synthesis.
González‐Rubio et al.80 reported the successful synthesis of
chiral Au nanorods with spiral wrinkles by guiding the Au
atom diffusion direction through chiral micelles (Figure 5A).

FIGURE 4 Chiral clusters and chiral surface. (A) Au246(SR)80,
in which the chirality is imparted by the whirls of carbon tails in
the ligand assembly. Adapted with permission.71 Copyright 2016,
AAAS. (B) Au20(SR)16 with the Au7 chiral kernel shown in the
space‐filling form. Adapted with permission.72 Copyright 2014,
ACS. (C) Au38(SR)24 with the chiral arrangement of staple motifs.
Adapted with permission.73 Copyright 2010, ACS. (D) Scanning
tunneling microscopy image of the HtBDC leached Cu(110)
surface. Hexagonal AAA and BBB areas are chiral, whereas the
ABA area is racemic. Adapted with permission.77 Copyright 2001,
Wiley‐VCH

FIGURE 5 Some representative chiral nanoparticles. (A) Au nanorod with spiral wrinkles. Adapted with permission.80 Copyright 2020,
AAAS. (B) Au helicoid. Adapted with permission.81 Copyright 2018, Springer Nature. (C) Silica. Adapted with permission.83 Copyright 2004,
Springer Nature. (D) CuO. Adapted with permission.84 Copyright 2014, ACS. (E) CaCO3. Adapted with permission.85 Copyright 2017,
Springer Nature
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The obtained Au NPs featured very high dissymmetry fac-
tors (~0.20), which was higher than in some organics. The
organic ligands influenced the diffusion and deposition
manner of newly formed Au atoms, which resulted in the
growth of spiral wrinkles around the seeds. Amino acids
could also be employed to direct the formation of chiral Au
NPs. Lee et al.81,82 reported the fabrication of twisted Au
nanocubes (helicoid, Figure 5B) or octahedra with strong
chiral plasmonic optical activity. The structural evolution
process could mimic the biogeneration of chiral objects, in
which the structure varied along time and spiral structures
gradually expanded.9

Such “indirect transfer” process has also been ob-
served in other material systems,86,87 such as zeolites and
MOFs,88 silica,83 CuO,84 ZnO,89 TiO2,

90,91 CaCO3,
85 and

so forth. The common feature of these materials is that
almost all of them contain spiral structures. However, the
origin of these spiral structures is not all the same. Che
et al.83 reported the fabrication of mesoporous silica with
a twisted hexagonal rod‐like morphology (Figure 5C),
and the growth mechanism was ascribed to the spiral
surfactant‐templated growth. Spiral TiO2 fibers could be
obtained by the transcription of helically structured
amino acid‐derived amphiphile fibers.90 Another type of
spiral structure is a hierarchical superstructure contain-
ing helically arranged nanobelts or platelets. The build-
ing blocks gradually twist with the help of amino acids,
making the superstructure chiral (Figure 5D,E). In the
case of cinnabar α‐HgS with a space group of P3221, in
which Hg and S atoms are arranged in a helical form
along the crystallographic c axis, enantiomeric control
could be realized by employing D‐ or L‐penicillamine in
the synthesis, which led to enantiopure twisted octahe-
drons.92 But even nonchiral organic compounds can in-
duce chirality in self‐assembled inorganic structures.
This was demonstrated by Yu et al.93 for BaCO3 nano-
particles, which self‐assembled into helical super-
structures via geometrical control of a stiff achiral and
face selectively adsorbing block copolymer.

3.2 | Chirality transfer from inorganics
to organics

This process mainly contains the enantioselective ad-
sorption of organics on inorganics and the asymmetric
catalysis on inorganics. The latter process usually relies
on the first process. The enantioselective adsorption is
decided by the stereochemistry of adsorbate and sub-
strate. Such interaction is analogous to a 10‐pin bowler's
selection of left‐ versus right‐handed ball. There are three
noncollinear holes for the thumb and first two fingers in
the 10‐pin bowling balls, and a right‐handed bowler

cannot use a left‐handed ball and vice versa. This feature
means that (1) the chirality of both the adsorbate and
substrate should match; (2) the chemical groups in the
adsorbate have strong interaction with the substrate.

Chiral porous materials have been widely investigated in
both enantioselective adsorption (for chiral resolution), as
well as asymmetric catalysis. And there is a large family of
different materials with different features. Readers can find
useful information in these comprehensive reviews.18,94,95 In
this section, we would like to discuss the enantioselective
adsorption and catalysis on chiral surfaces (Figure 6A).

The enantioselective adsorption on natural inorganics
was confirmed a long time ago. Bonner et al.98 reported the
asymmetric adsorption of D‐ or L‐alanine on quartz with
different chirality in 1974, finding that the extent of the
asymmetric adsorption was about 1.0%–1.4%. It is interest-
ing to find that many natural amino acids have been found
to asymmetrically adsorb on chiral minerals, which might
hold a potential answer to the homochirality on Earth. For
example, ε‐Zn(OH)2 (Wulfingite) chiral crystals showed
enantioselective adsorption of Arginine.99 The surfaces of
metals are easier to deal with as compared to minerals.
Thus, chiral metal surfaces have been more explored. For
the asymmetric adsorption, the desorption energies for
R‐ and S‐enantiomers on the surface should be different
(|ΔΔEdes|). Most of the observed |ΔΔEdes| on chiral metal
surfaces ranged from ~0.0 to 0.6 kcal/mol, and roughly a
quarter of them were less than 0.1 kcal/mol. The D‐cysteine
would bind ~0.3 kcal/mol stronger than L‐cysteine on an
S‐type Au(17,11,9) surface (Figure 6B),100 and
such asymmetric adsorption has been confirmed by
X‐ray photoelectron spectroscopy.96 Gellman et al.101 used
temperature‐programmed desorption (TPD) to measure the
R‐3‐methylcyclohexanone desorption on different chiral Cu
surfaces, such as (643), (653), (651), (13,9,1), (17,5,1), (821),
and (531). The |ΔΔEdes| was found to range from ~0.63 to
1.08 kcal/mol.101 They also found that the adsorption equi-
librium constants of D‐ or L‐aspartic acid on Cu(3,1,17)R&S

surfaces were around 2.29± 0.17, which suggested that the
S‐surface (or R‐surface) would adsorb D‐aspartic acid (or
L‐aspartic acid) 2.29 times stronger than L‐aspartic acid (or
D‐aspartic acid), respectively.102 However, similar experi-
ments have been conducted with D,L‐serine and D,L‐
phenylalanine, no asymmetric adsorption has been found
on Cu(3,1,17)R&S surfaces. The results suggested that such
enantioselectivity required functional groups strongly inter-
acting with the surface.103

Adsorption is usually the first step toward catalytic re-
actions. Once the adsorbate has been selectively adsorbed
on the surface, asymmetric catalysis could be foreseen. It
has been demonstrated that chiral quartz promotes the
chiral synthesis of pyrimidyl alkanol with a chiral excess of
93%–97%.104 In another case, the different adsorption could
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contribute to a 0.33‐kcal/mol difference in activation energy
in the electrooxidation of D‐ and L‐glucose on Pt(643)S

surfaces, which resulted in a molar percentage of the major
diastereomeric product of 64%.105 The enantioselective
catalysis was more obvious in the R,R‐ and S,S‐tartaric acid
decomposition on a chiral Cu surface, with reaction rates
that differed by as much as two orders of magnitude, even
though the effective rate constants for decomposition dif-
fered by less than a factor of 2.106

The selective adsorption of not only reactants but also
intermediates can lead to asymmetric catalysis. In a recent
study, Wei et al. found that a prochiral molecule,
2‐anthracenecarboxylic acid, could stereoselectively adsorb
on the metal nanohelices in the form of enantiomorphous
anti‐head‐to‐head dimers (Figure 6C), which resulted in a
specific enantiopreference during their photoinduced cyclo-
dimerization.97 The enantiomeric excess ranged from −5.5%
to 4.0%, according to the structures of the nanohelices.

4 | OUTLOOK AND
PERSPECTIVES

Many aspects of chiral communications can be specially
emphasized from the perspective of inorganic materials
(Figure 7). At this stage, investigating the chirality
communication between organics and inorganics mainly
aims to establish methods to prepare chiral inorganics

with high quality, as well as asymmetric catalysis. De-
veloping robust, reproducible, and low‐cost methods and
methodology to the high‐quality synthesis is always the
first step, and maybe the most important step, toward
both fundamental investigations and applications.
Moreover, efficient separation methods are also helpful
in improving the quality of the materials. And at last, we

FIGURE 6 (A) Schematic illustration of
the enantioselective adsorption of D‐ or L‐ type
enantiomers on different chiral surfaces. (B)
Atomic model of D‐ or L‐ cysteine adsorption
on an S‐type Au(17,11,9) surface. Adapted
with permission.96 Copyright 2007, APS. (C)
Structural matching of intermediates on chiral
surfaces. Adapted with permission.97

Copyright 2020, Springer Nature

FIGURE 7 Aspects that could be emphasized from the
perspective of inorganic materials. CD, circular dichroism; HPLC,
high‐performance liquid chromatography; TEM, transmission
electron microscopy
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can make good use of the materials. Here, we would give
some personal perspectives on several aspects of the
communications.

4.1 | Growth methods

There are many different strategies to prepare chiral
inorganics now,3,107 such as template growth, glancing
angle deposition, chiral biomineralization, and chiral
imprinting, and so forth. Different strategies can be
used in different material systems. As it has been
mentioned previously, only a small part of organics
can crystallize in an enantiopure way, and the het-
erogeneous interaction across the molecules is the key
to the crystallization.36 Here, we would like to provide
more views on the wet‐chemical synthesis from the
perspective of the classical nucleation theory. The
points discussed here might help to enlarge the library
of chiral inorganic NPs.

For materials with chiral organics in their lattice, the
enantiopure products could be readily obtained with
enantiopure organics as precursors. The following crystal
phase control, composition control, and morphology
control follow the conventional crystal growth strategies.

For materials with intrinsic chiral lattices, thermo-
dynamic control during the growth process might help to
obtain enantiopure products. Chiral capping agents, which
can bind with certain geometry on the materials, might
help to produce chiral inorganics. Now the most used
capping agents are mainly amino acids and peptides, maybe
because they are quite accessible. The interactions between
inorganics and amino acids or peptides are actually very
complicated due to the multiple functional groups and
versatile conformation of the organics. The –NH2 and
–COOH can help all bind with the surface. Thus, they can
serve as monodentate or bidentate ligands in the process,
and the binding interaction can be largely influenced by pH
values as well. When cysteine is used in the process, the
–SH group might also bind with the inorganics, which adds
extra difficulties in understanding the process. Moreover,
disulfide bonds can also form in the synthesis. To simplify
the process, some simpler chiral ligands are suggested to be
used, such as 2‐butanol, 2‐aminobutane, 1,2‐propanediol,
2‐amino‐1‐butanol, 3‐amino‐1,2‐propanediol, 1,1′‐bi(2‐
naphthol), 1,1′‐binaphthyl‐2,2′‐diamine, and so forth,
which are also accessible from chemical agent companies.

For materials without chiral lattices, controlling the
growth kinetics is potentially more useful than thermo-
dynamics. The nuclei (3D or 2D nuclei) of the crystals
must be chiral if the final structures are chiral. Thus,
making the nuclei chiral should be a possible method to
obtain chiral NPs. In classical nucleation and growth

theory, the nucleation rate (J0) can be roughly ex-
pressed by:
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where K is the pre‐exponential, k is the Boltzmann
constant, T is the temperature, and ∆G⁎ is the energy
barrier of the critical nuclei.

The nucleation rate is relatively slow according to this
equation, which makes the control over nuclei possible. If
chiral additives are present, nucleation of one enantiomer
can be favored over that of the other simply because the
additives can act as chiral promotor or inhibitor, which
would influence the nucleation of the two enantiomers in a
different way as well as ∆G⁎. The structures of the nuclei
are dynamic and can ripen and change their shape ea-
sily.108–110 If some chiral ligands interact strongly with the
nuclei, it would additionally be possible that the following
growth would amplify such asymmetry, and eventually,
chiral NPs would be obtained.

However, there are chemical reactions before nu-
cleation in many syntheses, such as Au(0) atom forma-
tion before Au NP formation. In this case, the nucleation
rate could be expressed as follows:
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where ΔE is the energy change of the building block
formation process before the nucleation. Accordingly,
the energy barrier of nucleation would be easily over-
come in the synthesis, and the nucleation would be
really fast, which makes controlling the nuclei difficult.
Thus, finding a proper reaction system is vital for this
strategy.

Other pathways besides the classical nucleation of
chiral nanoparticles are nonclassical nucleation path-
ways like the prenucleation cluster pathway,111–114

which was discovered for CaCO3.
115 It could be shown

by analytical ultracentrifugation and electrospray mass
spectroscopy that all amino acids form prenucleation
clusters.116 Although this was revealed for racemic mix-
tures, tests with enantiopure arginine show that chirality
does not affect the oligomer distribution, so that pre-
nucleation clusters can be assumed for all chiral amino
acids as well.116 Isotope labeling of serine revealed a
strong preference for homochiral aggregates,117–121

showing that amino acids can distinguish between their
enantiomers upon oligomer formation.122,123 Therefore,
chiral nuclei can be formed by the prenucleation cluster
pathway.

Another nonclassical nucleation pathway is the two‐
step nucleation found for proteins.124,125 Here, a dense
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liquid phase is formed first as a precursor to the crystal.
As proteins are build up from L‐amino acids, they are
chiral and form chiral crystals. These two examples show
that nonclassical nucleation pathways are promising al-
ternatives to classical nucleation of chiral crystals.

A special case of crystal growth is the screw
dislocation‐driven growth. The screw dislocation can
provide nonvanishing steps on the crystal surface,
which bypasses the further nucleation on the surface
during growth. Such screw dislocation growth method
usually leads to spiral or helical morphologies.126,127

When the chirality of the screw dislocation is con-
trolled, enantiopure inorganic nanomaterials could be
obtained.128,129

Another point we can get from controlling nucleation
is that the number of chiral ligands required in the
synthesis should be small as the size of the nuclei is
small, and the atomic ratio of the nuclei to all the metal
atoms is small. To some extent, this also explains why a
trace amount of impurities could dramatically influence
some synthesis processes.130

4.2 | Separations and characterizations

Separation or chiral resolution of inorganic NPs is quite
difficult as the chiral high‐performance liquid chroma-
tography methods using imprinted columns for organic
molecules would not work for chiral NPs due to their
much larger size. The best way to obtain enantiopure
NPs is by controlling the growth. Suppose the chirality of
single NPs has been well controlled in the synthesis, then
the separation just aims to separate different shapes. In
that case, proper centrifugation might be enough for the
purpose. Centrifugation in solutions containing proper
chiral ligands might also help to purify the NPs further as
the interaction between ligands and different NPs might
differ as their geometry fitness differs. It has been found
that preparative density gradient ultracentrifugation
could be applied to separate racemate crystals from ex-
cess enantiomer crystals. This was demonstrated for
alanine crystals separated in a 50 wt% Nycodenz gra-
dient. The recovery rates of the pure enantiomers from
the mixtures were good (70%−90%).38 This method pro-
vides a promising tool for purifying chiral NPs.

However, (ultra)centrifugation could potentially play
a much bigger role for the analysis of chiral NPs, but also
for their separation. The key would be to establish and
quantify the chiral interaction of chiral solvents or non-
sedimenting chiral solutes with chiral NPs. If this inter-
action can be tuned and made sufficiently strong by the
variation of experimental parameters like temperature,
concentration, pH, and so forth. Then it can be expected

that the sedimentation velocity of the two enantiomers in
a racemic NP mixture would be sufficiently different to
allow for an effective and upscalable separation via dif-
ferential sedimentation. But even rate‐zonal centrifuga-
tion experiments could be adapted accordingly using a
dissolved chiral component like a chiral sugar in differ-
ently concentrated layers. Besides, the preparative se-
paration, analytical ultracentrifugation of chiral NPs
would allow for the quantification of their chiral inter-
actions with either the solvent or dissolved chiral com-
pounds. This could reveal the equilibrium constant and
with it the free enthalpy as well as the stoichiometry of
the interaction and thus establish a very valuable ana-
lytical tool for the analysis of chiral interactions as, in the
analytical ultracentrifuge, all NPs are detected so that the
obtained results are statistically relevant. This could be
the key to investigate the chiral communication not only
between inorganic NPs and chiral molecules.

Now chiroptical properties are mainly used as the
index to confirm the chirality, which is characterized by
circular dichroism (CD) spectrum. This index is very
suitable for optical applications. However, the spectrum
is not efficient in chiral structures with weak optical
activity. Transition electron microscopy or other mor-
phology characterization methods can be applied to vi-
sualize the chiral shape. But they can only give
information on a limited number of NPs, and the atomic
structures are hard to describe sometimes. Thus, more
kinds of characterization methods are highly appre-
ciated. For example, chiral surfaces, which are active in
asymmetric catalysis, might show weak peaks in the CD
spectrum, and their atomic structures are difficult to
capture. To find better asymmetric catalysts or establish
new methodologies for asymmetric catalysis, some new
chiral chemical probes need to be developed. The probes
should contain similar binding groups with the re-
actants and could report the efficiency of the binding
with catalysts in some way (such as UV‐Vis spectrum,
CD spectrum, or fluorescence spectrum). It would be
nice if the binding group is a common functional group
in organics and can be catalyzed to other useful inter-
mediates or products. Such probes would greatly con-
tribute to the exploration of asymmetric catalysis.

4.3 | Applications

Different materials are suitable for different applications.
Materials with intrinsically chiral lattice might be sui-
table for studying their physical properties, which can
contribute to both fundamental science and new smart
material design. The asymmetric geometry, like twisted
or helical structures, might help to amplify the
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performance of these kinds of materials. This is a mul-
tidisciplinary research field and requires collaboration
and contributions from different research fields.

Asymmetric catalysis by using chiral inorganic materials
is a relatively new field with a fascinating future. The
current researched materials are mainly achiral in-
organics@chiral environments, such as Fe3O4 NPs modified
by chiral Ru complexes, which showed promising activities
in heterogeneous asymmetric hydrogenation of aromatic
ketones,131 2,2′‐bis(diphenylphosphino)‐1,1′‐binaphthene
modified FePd NPS, which could catalyze asymmetric
coupling reactions,132 and so forth. As for asymmetric
photocatalysis, there are two effective strategies. The first
one combines both heterogeneous semiconductor catalysts
and homogenous chiral catalysts, whereas the second one
integrates both photoactive component and chiral catalyst in
a bifunctional system.133 Many novel systems have been
designed based on these two strategies, such as TiO2‐ligand
systems,134,135 quantum dot‐chiral ligand systems,136,137 and
so forth. Meanwhile, MOF and COF materials have been
found promising in these reactions due to their versatile
functional groups. For example, chiral metallosalen138,139

and 1,1′‐bi‐2‐naphthol‐type chiral ligand140 have been em-
ployed in chiral MOF catalysts.

The explored systems mainly utilize the chiral en-
vironments to induce enantioselective reactions. On the
contrary, chiral surfaces should be able to serve as a
chiral catalyst as well.97 This field deserves more re-
search. Besides normal thermocatalysis reactions, elec-
trocatalysis is now emerging as another powerful
method. The polarization effect of an applied potential
can exert an influence on the electron donor or withdraw
center, essentially acting as a tunable functional group.
This property offers new dimensions for selective cata-
lysis.141 Moreover, the chiral electrodes can also tune the
spin of charges, which might be useful in asymmetric
catalysis.142 Comparing the stereochemistry of chiral
surfaces with organics or biomolecules, they should be
promising in bioapplications as well.143 For example,
chiral Au NPs have been used in detecting myloids in
Parkinson's and prion diseases,144 or inhibiting Aβ fi-
brillation, which is highly related to Alzheimer's dis-
ease.145 When the inorganic chiral toolbox has been
enriched and their communication with organics has
been well studied, more novel and useful applications
can be expected.

5 | CONCLUSION

In summary, there are many challenges, as well as oppor-
tunities, in the chirality communication between inorganics
and organics. The challenges mainly arise from the limited

number of chiral inorganics and the lack of efficient
methods to control the morphology of inorganics, which
necessitate a better understanding of the chirality transfer
from organics to inorganics. At the current stage, chirality
transfer and recognition are the main drivers of chiral
communications, and they sometimes coexist in the pro-
cess. It is foreseeable that more communication manners,
bridged by novel physical properties of organics and in-
organics, can be developed when the library of chiral in-
organics has been enlarged, such as in spintronics,
quantum networks, and computing, and so forth.
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